Imaging Lenticular Autofluorescence in Older Subjects
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PURPOSE. To evaluate whether a practical method of imaging lenticular autofluorescence (AF) can provide an individualized measure correlated with age-related lens yellowing in older subjects undergoing tests involving shorter wavelength lights.

METHODS. Lenticular AF was imaged with 488-nm excitation using a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO) routinely used for retinal AF imaging. There were 75 older subjects (ages 47–87) at two sites; a small cohort of younger subjects served as controls. At one site, the cSLO was equipped with an internal reference to allow quantitative AF measurements; at the other site, reduced-illumiance AF imaging (RAFI) was used. In a subset of subjects, lens density index was independently estimated from dark-adapted spectral sensitivities performed psychophysically.

RESULTS. Lenticular AF intensity was significantly higher in the older eyes than the younger cohort when measured with the internal reference (59.2 ± 15.4 vs. 134.4 ± 31.7 gray levels; P < 0.05) as well as when recorded with RAFI without the internal reference (10.9 ± 1.5 vs. 26.1 ± 5.7 gray levels; P < 0.05). Lenticular AF was positively correlated with age; however, there could also be large differences between individuals of similar age. Lenticular AF intensity correlated well with lens density indices estimated from psychophysical measures.

CONCLUSIONS. Lenticular AF measured with a retinal cSLO can provide a practical and individualized measure of lens yellowing, and may be a good candidate to distinguish between preretinal and retinal deficits involving short-wavelength lights in older eyes.
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A
ger-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a multifactorial disease with major genetic and environmental contributions.1 One of the characteristics of early AMD is dysfunction of the rod-photoreceptor-mediated scotopic function. Another characteristic of AMD is abnormal accumulations found in and around the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells, which normally contain lipofuscin. Thus, scotopic function testing and lipofuscin imaging of the RPE are promising approaches currently investigated for the detection of earliest disease stages and predicting progression.2–4 Importantly, both approaches tend to use shorter wavelength lights. One of the impediments to performing quantitative measurements of retinal function and structure in an aged population with short wavelength lights is the preretinal light absorption, which can vary between individuals and generally increases with age.7,8

The dominant contributor to the preretinal absorption of short-wavelength light is the age-related yellowing of the lens.7–11 The human lens is comprised of mostly water and protein12 and photo-oxidation over time leads to structural changes in the proteins,13 which subsequently results in accumulation of tissue-bound, advanced glycation end products (AGEs) in the lens.14–19 Accrual of AGEs in the lens has been demonstrated to decrease light transmission through the lens.20–24 In particular, it has been shown that such reduction in light transmittance preferentially affects the short-wavelength portion of the visible spectrum.25 Natural fluorophores of the lens also accumulate with age and this can be measured noninvasively.14,20,21,26–29 In the current study, we investigated the feasibility of imaging lenticular autofluorescence (LAF) with a standard confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO) routinely used for retinal AF imaging, and using the LAF intensity as an index of lens density in older subjects.

METHODS

Human Subjects

The studies were performed at two sites: Centre for Eye Research Australia (Site 1) and Scheie Eye Institute at the University of Pennsylvania (Site 2). Initial studies were performed and completed in Site 2. Based on preliminary analyses of findings at Site 2, a larger study was designed at Site 1 to take advantage of the quantitative AF (qAF) technique available there. The main populations included at both Sites were older subjects (Site 1: n = 51, age range 47–87 years; Site 2: n = 24, age range 48–84 years). In addition, a limited set of younger control subjects was also enrolled (Site 1: n = 6, age range 29–37 years; Site 2: n = 5, age range 24–29 years). In Site 1, 25 eyes had no apparent aging changes in the retina, 23 had intermediate AMD, 1 early AMD, and 2 late AMD with...
noncentral geographic atrophy using the clinical classification criteria. In terms of the anterior segment, no opacification was detected in 22 eyes and 29 eyes showed mild to moderate cataractous changes according to the World Health Organization grading system, which distinguishes three main types of cataract (cortical [C], nuclear [N], and posterior subcapsular [PSC]) into three severities (1, 2, or 3). Of the 29 eyes, 15 had C1 only; 7 had N1 only; 1 had C2 only; 1 had N2 only; 1 had C1+N1; 1 had C2+N1; and, 3 had C1+N1+PSC. In Site 2, 22 eyes had intermediate AMD while two subjects showed no or minimal aging changes. Seven eyes had no lenticular opacities whereas 17 eyes were diagnosed with cataractous changes (15 with N1 only; 1 with N2 only; 1 with C1+N1). None of the subjects at either site had diabetes. The study eye was the one with the better visual acuity to ensure greater stability of fixation during the tomography measurements especially relevant for the subset of patients with early AMD and to select for eyes with smaller opacities. Right eyes were selected in cases with equal visual acuity. Pupils were dilated before all recordings. All procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

**Lenticular Autofluorescence Imaging Using an Internal Reference**

At Site 1, a cSLO (Spectralis HRA; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) modified to include an internal fluorescence reference was used to acquire qAF images of the anterior segment including the lens. Before the start of recording, the focus of the cSLO was preset to a fixed value of +45 diopters (D) and kept invariant. Using the infrared reflectance mode, the camera was shifted along all three axes until the iris was brought into focus without modifying the focus setting. After acquiring a single frame, short-wavelength AF mode (488-nm excitation; laser power 100%, sensitivity 67%; 30° lens) was turned on and optical sectioning was performed under the tomography mode. There were 64 frames obtained over 8 mm (maximum range available) to sample the three-dimensional volume of the anterior segment including the lens. Following the acquisition of the tomograph, infrared reflectance mode was switched back on to ensure that the iris had remained in focus and another frame was acquired.

To analyze each qAF z-stack, scans from each eye were exported as a series of 64 bitmap images and were imported into ImageJ software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Lenticular qAF (L-qAF) profile was calculated using the following equation, which was adopted from previous work:

\[
L\text{-qAF} = \frac{GL_L - GL_0}{GL_K - GL_0}
\]  

where \(GL_L\) refers to the mean gray level of a 60 × 60-pixel region placed near the pupil center of each image within the z-stack. \(GL_0\) is the black level provided by the software for the first frame of the z-stack; there was minimal variation of \(GL_0\) across subjects at Site 1 (SD = 0.72 gray levels). In some eyes, \(GL_L\) sample location was moved slightly off-center to avoid central opacity. \(GL_K\) is the gray level corresponding to the internal fluorescence reference. To calculate \(GL_K\), a 200 × 18-pixel region of interest was placed in the internal fluorescence reference area and mean gray level was calculated on each image of a z-stack. The \(GL_L\) value used in Equation 1 was the maximum value recorded within each z-stack.

**Lenticular Autofluorescence Imaging Without an Internal Reference**

At Site 2, a cSLO (Spectralis HRA; Heidelberg Engineering) without an internal fluorescence reference was used to acquire AF images of the anterior eye including the lens. Subject preparation, equipment setup, and data analysis were similar to that performed in Site 1 with three differences. First, reduced-illumination AF imaging (RAF) was used (laser power = 25%, sensitivity = 65%; 30° lens). Second, the focus of the cSLO was preset to a fixed value of +40 D and kept invariant. Third, L-AF was calculated using the following equation:

\[
L\text{-AF} = GL_L - GL_0
\]  

where \(GL_L\) denotes the mean gray level of a 60 × 60-pixel region placed near the pupil center; \(GL_0\) was the black level provided by the software for the first frame of the z-stack; there was minimal variation of \(GL_0\) across subjects at Site 2 (SD = 1.27 gray levels). Note that Equation 2 is simply the numerator in Equation 1.

**Perceptual Lens Density Measurement**

Lens density index was estimated perceptually in 18 of 24 older eyes at Site 2 and compared with L-AF imaging. First, scotopic sensitivity spectrum of each dark-adapted eye was estimated by sampling sensitivities with 420-, 500-, 560-, and 650-nm stimuli (Goldmann V diameter, 200-ms duration) using previously published methods. Testing was performed at 18° in the inferior field, near the rod hot-spot. The resultant sensitivities were fit to a scotopic sensitivity spectrum \(S(\lambda)\) that explicitly accounts for individual differences in lens density using a simple model:

\[
S(\lambda) = \text{RHO}(\lambda) + k \cdot \text{TL1}(\lambda) + \text{TL2}(\lambda)
\]  

where \(\text{RHO}(\lambda)\) represents the human rhodopsin absorption spectrum; \(\text{TL1}(\lambda)\) represents the lens transmission component 1; \(\text{TL2}(\lambda)\) represents the lens transmission component 2. \(S(\lambda)\), \(\text{RHO}(\lambda)\), \(\text{TL1}(\lambda)\), and \(\text{TL2}(\lambda)\) were specified in log units. Each subject’s set of scotopic sensitivities were fit by \(S(\lambda)\) allowing the scale factor, \(k\), to vary by minimizing the sum-of-square merit function using the Solver module in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Perceptual lens density index was calculated from \(S(\lambda)\) fit at \(\lambda = 490\) nm (i.e., \(k \times \text{TL1}(490) + \text{TL2}(490)\)) for each subject and compared to the peak L-AF intensity measured at 488 nm in the same subject.

**RESULTS**

**Quantitative Autofluorescence of the Lens: Depth-Resolved Imaging**

The geometry between the cSLO camera and the anterior eye was first set up by visualization of the dilated iris in focus with infrared reflectance mode (Fig. 1A). Next, volumetric AF imaging was performed by switching to short-wavelength AF imaging in tomography mode and acquiring 64 frames representing the optical sections of the fluorescence intensity originating from natural fluorophores (Fig. 1B). Sectioning was performed starting from approximately 2.5-mm anterior to the iris focal plane over an 8-mm axial distance posteriorly (Fig. 1A). Stability of the camera-eye geometry during the recording was confirmed with the acquisition of a repeated iris reflectance image following the tomography mode. Representative z-stack images demonstrate the gradual increase in AF intensity followed by the gradual decrease along the anterior...
posterior axis over a depth of approximately 5 mm, which is likely dominated by the lenticular fluorophores (Fig. 1B).

In order to confirm that the internal fluorescence reference originally designed for qAF imaging of the retina32 could also be used for lenticular imaging, LAF images were acquired with two sensitivity settings (Fig. 1C). In a representative young eye, the sensitivity setting of 67% resulted in 69, 18, and 12 gray levels (gl) for maximal GL L, reference, and black level, respectively. With the 80% sensitivity setting, on the other hand, the respective values were 197, 45, and 26 gl. Lenticular AF values across horizontal profiles at two selected frames show the expected differences due to sensitivity setting (Fig. 1D, upper). However conversion of raw LAF values to L-qAF with the use of Equation 1 demonstrated the wide range of linearity of the instrument in this imaging geometry for the anterior eye (Fig. 1D, lower).
Next, we examined the relationship between L-qAF and age. Two representative older subjects in the eighth decade of life can show quite different L-qAF images at their peak focal plane (Fig. 2A, 2B, insets). Lenticular qAF sampled near the center of the lens as a function of distance along the optical axis (z-axis) peaked at 15.3 arbitrary units (au) (Fig. 2A) and 20.9 au (Fig. 2B), which were both substantially higher than the mean of younger eyes. As a cohort, L-AF and L-qAF intensities were significantly higher in the older eyes than the younger eyes (134.4 ± 31.7 vs. 59.2 ± 15.4 gl; P < 0.05; 16.6 ± 4.0 vs. 7.4 ± 2.1 au; P < 0.05; ages 47–87 years vs. 29–37 years, respectively). The z-axis location of the peak was not different between older and younger eyes (3.04 ± 0.30 vs. 3.12 ± 0.47 mm; P = 0.69). The relationship between L-qAF and age showed a positive linear correlation (L-qAF [au] = 0.25 × Age [y] – 0.91; R² = 0.54). Importantly, there was a large variation in L-qAF among subjects of similar age (Fig. 2C).

Measuring Lenticular Autofluorescence Without an Internal Reference

Considering the potential concern that bright imaging lights might have an effect on accelerating retinal disease, we used a cSLO with reduced laser power to perform lenticular RAFI without an internal fluorescence reference. In two representatives in the sixth decade of life, peak L-AFs (Fig. 3A, 19.3 gl; Fig. 3B, 38.0 gl) were higher when compared with the young eyes. As a cohort, L-AF intensities were significantly higher in the older eyes than the younger eyes (26.1 ± 5.7 vs. 10.9 ± 1.5 gl; P < 0.05). The z-axis location of the peak was not different between older and younger eyes (3.15 ± 0.16 vs. 3.42 ± 0.38 mm; P = 0.14). When L-AF obtained with RAFI was plotted against age (Fig. 3C), there was a positive linear correlation (L-AF [gl] = 0.41 × Age [y] – 0.06; R² = 0.60). Importantly, L-AF variation was also present across individuals of similar age as it was observed with L-qAF.

Lens Density Index From Scotopic Spectral Sensitivity: Comparison With Lenticular Autofluorescence

Lens density is the dominant contributor to preretinal absorption of shorter wavelength lights. In order to obtain an independent assessment of lens density, we took advantage of rod-photoreceptor-mediated vision under dark-adapted conditions in a subset (18/24) of older eyes with L-AF.

FIGURE 2. Lenticular quantitative autofluorescence (L-qAF). (A, B) Lenticular qAF (L-qAF) in two representative older eyes (ages 70, 73) of similar age plotted against distance along optical axis (black lines) shows single-peaked curves with different maximal values. Dashed lines show the average L-qAF in younger eyes. Insets, peak L-AF frames for each eye on a pseudocolor scale. (C) Lenticular qAF values plotted against age. Dashed line depicts the linear regression fit to the whole cohort. Triangles indicate the two representative subjects shown in (A, B).

FIGURE 3. Lenticular autofluorescence without the internal fluorescence reference. (A, B) Lenticular autofluorescence (L-AF) imaging in two representative older eyes (ages 56, 55) of similar age plotted against distance along optical axis (solid black lines) show higher intensities compared with the average of younger eyes (dashed line). Insets, peak L-AF frames for both older eyes on an adjusted gray scale to allow visualization. (C) Lenticular autofluorescence values plotted against age. Dashed line depicts the linear regression fit to the whole cohort. Triangles indicate the two representative subjects shown in (A, B).
measurements. The spectral sensitivity function under scotopic conditions was assumed to be dominated by the sum of three components: two (RHO and TL2) are invariant, and one (TL1) varies for each individual (Fig. 4A). Spectral sensitivities in two representative older individuals of similar age demonstrate how individual spectra can vary from the standard scotopic luminosity function ($V_j$) due to differences in light absorption in the shorter wavelength region (Fig. 4B). The cohort of older subjects showed perceptual lens density indices ranging from 0.21 to 0.63 log. Peak L-AF intensities showed an approximately monotonically relationship with lens density indices (at 490 nm) estimated from scotopic sensitivity functions (Fig. 4C; Peak L-AF [gl] = 34.05 × perceptual lens density [log] + 11.42; $R^2 = 0.59$). A log-linear relationship would be consistent with the hypothesis that the measured peak L-AF intensity (and thus the maximum concentration of lenticular fluorophores) is proportional to the maximum concentration of absorbing pigments in the lens, and thus correlate with logarithm of absorbance estimated by the perceptual lens density index.

**DISCUSSION**

Functional or structural evaluations of the retina or RPE with shorter wavelength lights are confounded by preretinal absorption, which is generally related to age but tends to vary between subjects. Age-related lenticular yellowing is one of the dominant contributors to preretinal absorption, which has been previously estimated by objective and perceptual methods. Objective methods have included comparing relative intensities of the third and the fourth Purkinje images, measuring only the intensity of the fourth Purkinje image, calculating the ratio between posterior and anterior AF intensities of the lens, or determining the amount of back-scattered light using Scheimpflug photography combined with densitometric image analysis. Perceptual methods have taken advantage of the scotopic spectral sensitivity curve as well as measuring color matching function. All of these methods either use specialized equipment or require extensive testing time. Here, we strive for a simple and practical method using a cSLO commonly available in retina clinics to image lenticular AF. We collected three-dimensional lenticular AF data set of the anterior eye including the lens. We assumed that the peak L-AF intensity is monotonically related to lenticular yellowing, and that there is minimal AF contribution from the cornea due to the confocal imaging system employed. Once confirmed by a wider data set, routine L-AF imaging could contribute practical individualized information regarding lens density in older subjects.

Previous in vivo studies have consistently reported a positive correlation between maximum L-AF and age in eyes with no significant cataract. The relationship has been described as linear over broad and narrow age ranges, or exponentially increasing over broad and narrow age ranges. Some studies were performed with commercial fluorophotometers others with custom-built equipment. The data from the current study are consistent with a definite increase in L-AF intensity with age, however, the exact shape of the relationship requires greater numbers of subjects distributed throughout the age ranges.

The aging lens undergoes a spectrum of alterations that include yellowing and opacification that incrementally decrease the transmission of external light to the retina. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that L-AF increases with age-related yellowing; however, lenticular opacifications are expected to correspond to a paradoxical decrease in L-AF intensity. Thus use of L-AF intensity as an index of lens density may not be applicable to eyes with dense cataract, which was not included in the current cohort. Lens density index based on perceptual methods, on the other hand, would be applicable to the full range of opacifications. However, a major limitation of perceptual methods is the
requirement that enough rod function exists across the different colored stimuli used to obtain the spectral sensitivity function. Patients with AMD and inherited retinal degenerations often have compromised rod function. It is thus important to consider the population of interest before deciding on a method to estimate preretinal absorption of light.

Two types of z-axis (axial) profiles have been previously reported for lenticular AF: two-peaked profiles versus single-peaked profiles. Our results using a retinal cSLO generated a single-peaked profile (Figs. 2, 3). The source of the profile differences is not known but could include the properties of the excitation light. The current work used a narrow spectrum 488-nm excitation light. It is likely that different fluorophores that accumulate in the lens with age have not only different excitation spectra but also different axial distribution. Thus, L-AF measurements using a wider spectrum may be expected to excite different fluorophores compared with those using a narrow spectrum.

Abnormal RPE lipofuscin levels, which have been implicated in the pathology of many retinal diseases, can be non-invasively measured with AF imaging. It has thus become important to compare RPE lipofuscin levels between patients, between eyes, and monitor changes over time to examine the natural history of disease or to evaluate outcomes of therapeutic interventions. Reproducible measurements with AF imaging can be achieved by attempting to keep all imaging system variables constant or with the use of an internal fluorescence standard, which is imaged simultaneously with the retina using qAF mode. It is important to note that neither approach corrects for differences in preretinal absorption of excitation (and emission) lights in each individual. Quantitative AF imaging uses a correction based on the age of the subject, which is satisfactory but not ideal. The current work with LqAF imaging provides a practical approach to individualized correction of retinal qAF values for preretinal absorption differences with a minimal additional imaging time and no extra equipment beyond what is required for retinal qAF imaging.
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